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On the Implication Problem for ProbabilisticConditional IndependencyS.K.M. Wong, C.J. Butz and D. WuDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of ReginaRegina, Saskatchewan, Canada, S4S 0A2e-mail: fwong,butz,danwug@cs.uregina.cafax: (306)585-4745AbstractThe implication problem is to test whether a given set of independencies logicallyimplies another independency. This problem is crucial in the design of a probabilisticreasoning system. We advocate that Bayesian networks are a generalization of standardrelational databases. On the contrary, it has been suggested that Bayesian networksare di�erent from the relational databases because the implication problem of thesetwo systems does not coincide for some classes of probabilistic independencies. Thisremark, however, does not take into consideration one important issue, namely, thesolvability of the implication problem.In this comprehensive study of the implication problem for probabilistic conditionalindependencies, it is found that Bayesian networks and relational databases coincideon solvable classes of independencies. The present study suggests that the implicationproblem for these two closely related systems di�ers only in unsolvable classes of in-dependencies. This means there is no real di�erence between Bayesian networks andrelational databases, in the sense that only solvable classes of independencies are usefulin the design and implementation of these knowledge systems. More importantly, per-haps, these results suggest that many current attempts to generalize Bayesian networkscan take full advantage of the generalizations made to standard relational databases.1 IntroductionProbability theory provides a rigorous foundation for the management of uncertain knowl-edge [17, 28, 31]. In this approach, it is assumed that knowledge can be represented as ajoint probability distribution. The probability of an event can be obtained (in principle)by an appropriate marginalization of the joint distribution. Obviously, it is impractical toobtain the joint distribution directly: for example, one would have to specify 2n entries fora distribution over n binary variables. Bayesian networks [31] provide a semantic modelingtool which greatly facilitate the acquisition of probabilistic knowledge. A Bayesian network



consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a corresponding set of conditional probabilitydistributions. The DAG encodes all the probabilistic conditional independencies satis�ed bya particular joint distribution. The set of conditional independencies that can be inferredfrom a DAG is called conict free. Every independency logically implied by a conict-freeset of conditional independencies can be inferred from the given DAG. In other words, aDAG is a perfect-map [31] of the conict-free set of independencies. It is important to realizethat conict-free sets are a special class within the general class of probabilistic conditionalindependency. This special class of independencies is important, since it allows a humanexpert to indirectly specify a joint distribution as a product of conditional probability dis-tributions. To facilitate the computation of marginal distributions, it is useful in practiceto transform a Bayesian network into a (decomposable) Markov network [17] by sacri�cingall the embedded independency information. In fact, a Markov network is de�ned only by asubclass nonembedded independencies.Before Bayesian networks was proposed, the relational database model [10, 23] alreadyestablished itself as the basis for designing and implementing database systems. Data depen-dencies 1, such as embedded multivalued dependency (EMVD), (nonembedded) multivalueddependency (MVD) and join dependency (JD), are used to provide an economical representa-tion of a universal relation. As in the study of Bayesian networks, two of the most importantresults are the ability to specify the universal relation as a lossless join of several smallerrelations, and the development of e�cient methods to only access the relevant portions of thedatabase in query processing. A culminating result [4] is that acyclic join dependency (AJD)provides a basis for schema design as it possesses many desirable properties in databaseapplications.Several researchers including [14, 22, 25, 39] have noticed similarities between relationaldatabases and Bayesian networks. However, we advocate that a Bayesian network is indeeda generalized relational database. Our uni�ed approach [41, 44] is to express the conceptsused in Bayesian networks by generalizing the familiar relational database terminology. Thisprobabilistic relational database model, called the Bayesian database model, demonstratesthat there is a direct correspondence between the operations and dependencies (independen-cies) used in these two knowledge systems. More speci�cally, a joint probability distributioncan be viewed as a probabilistic (generalized) relation. The projection and natural join op-erations in relational databases are special cases of the marginalization and multiplicationoperations. Embedded multivalued dependency (EMVD) in the relational database modelis a special case of probabilistic conditional independency in the Bayesian database model.More importantly, a Markov network is in fact a generalization of an acyclic join dependency.In the design and implementation of probabilistic reasoning or database systems, a crucialissue to consider is the implication problem. The implication problem has been extensivelystudied in both relational databases, including [2, 3, 24, 26, 27], and in Bayesian networks[14, 15, 16, 30, 33, 36, 37, 40, 45]. The implication problem is to test whether a given input setP of independencies logically implies another independency �. We say P logically implies �and writeP j= �, if whenever any distribution (relation) that satis�es all the independencies1Constraints are traditionally called dependencies in relational databases, but are referred to as in-dependencies in Bayesian networks. Henceforth, we will use the terms dependency and independencyinterchangeably. 3



in P, then the distribution also satis�es �. That is, there is no counter-example distributionsuch that P is satis�ed while � is not. Traditionally, axiomatization was studied in anattempt to solve the implication problem for probabilistic conditional independencies. In thisapproach, a �nite set of inference axioms are used to generate symbolic proofs for a particularprobabilistic conditional independency in a manner analogous to the proof procedures inmathematical logics.In this paper, we use our uni�ed terminology to present a comprehensive study of theimplication problem for probabilistic conditional independencies. In particular, we examinefour classes of independencies in the Bayesian database model, namely:(1a) BEMVD,(1b) Conict-free BEMVD,(2a) BMVD,(2b) Conict-free BMVD.Class (1a) is the general class of probabilistic conditional independencies called Bayesianembedded multivalued dependency (BEMVD) in our approach. Classes (1b), (2a) and (2b)are special classes of (1a). Dependencies in class (1b) are called conict-free BEMVDs2 which can be faithfully represented by a single DAG. This subclass of dependencies isused to construct a Bayesian network. Dependencies in class (2a) are called (nonembedded)Bayesian multivalued dependency (BMVD). Nonembedded probabilistic dependencies, called�xed context [14] or full [26], are those involving all variables. Dependencies in class (2b) arecalled conict-free BEMVDs. In fact, class (2b) is a subclass of (2a). A set of conict-freeBMVDs is used to construct a Markov network. This class of dependencies can be faithfullyrepresented by a single acyclic hypergraph [4, 6].Let C denote an arbitrary set of probabilistic dependencies (see Footnote 1) belongingto one of the above four classes, and c denote a singleton set from the same class. We desirea means to test whether C logically implies c, namely:C j= c: (1)In our approach, for any arbitrary sets C and c of probabilistic dependencies, there are cor-responding sets C and c of data dependencies. More speci�cally, for each of the above fourclasses of probabilistic dependencies, there is a corresponding class of data dependencies inthe relational database model:2A causal input list [32] (a strati�ed protocol [38]) is aminimum cover [23] of a conict-free set of BEMVDs.4



(1a) EMVD,(1b) Conict-free EMVD,(2a) MVD,(2b) Conict-free MVD,as depicted in Figure 1. Since we advocate that the Bayesian network model is a generaliza-tion of the relational database model, an immediate question to answer is:Do the implication problems coincide in these two database models?That is, we would like to know whether the proposition:C j= c () C j= c; (2)holds for the following pairs (1a, 1a), (1b, 1b), (2a, 2a), and (2b, 2b). For example, wewould like to know whether Proposition (2) holds for the pair (BEMVD, EMVD), whereC is an arbitrary set of BEMVDs, c is a singleton set of BEMVDs, and C and c are thecorresponding sets of EMVDs.Proposition (2) is true for the pair (BMVD, BMVD). That is,f BMVDs g j= c () f MVDs g j= c:Since the classes (2b) and (2b) are special cases with the classes (2a) and (2a), respectively,Proposition (2) is obviously true for the pair (conict-free BMVD, conict-free MVD):f conict-free BMVDs g j= c () f conict-free MVDs g j= c:It is also true for the pair (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD), namely:f conict-free BEMVDs g j= c () f conict-free EMVDs g j= c:However, it is important to note that Proposition (2) is not true for the pair (BEMVD,EMVD). That is, the implication problem does not coincide for the general classes of prob-abilistic conditional independencies and embedded multivalued dependency. In [37], it waspointed out that: f BEMVDs g j= c 6(= f EMVDs g j= c; (3)and f BEMVDs g j= c 6=) f EMVDs g j= c: (4)(A solid arrow in Figure 1 represents the fact that Proposition (2) holds, while a dashedarrow indicates that Proposition (2) does not hold.) For this reason, it was suggested in [37]that Bayesian networks are intrinsically di�erent from relational databases. This remark,5
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Figure 1: The four classes of probabilistic dependencies (BEMVD, conict-free BEMVD,BMVD, conict-free BMVD) traditionally found in the Bayesian database model are depictedon the left. The corresponding class of data dependencies (EMVD, conict-free EMVD,MVD, conict-free MVD) in the standard relational database model are depicted on theright.however, does not take into consideration one important issue, namely, the solvability of theimplication problem for a particular class of dependencies.The question naturally arises as to why the implication problem coincides for some classesof dependencies but not for others. One important result in relational databases is that theimplication problem for the general class of EMVDs is unsolvable [18]. (By solvability, wemean there exists a method to decide whether P j= � holds for an arbitrary instance of theimplication problem.) Therefore, the observation in Equation (3) is not too surprising, sinceEMVD is an unsolvable class of dependencies. Furthermore, the implication problem for theBEMVD class of probabilistic conditional independencies is also unsolvable. One immediateconsequence of our result is the observation in Equation (4). Therefore, the fact that theimplication problem in Bayesian networks and relational databases does not coincide is basedon unsolvable classes of data dependencies. This supports our argument that there is no realdi�erence between Bayesian networks and standard relational databases in a practical sense,since only solvable classes of dependencies are useful in the design and implementation ofboth knowledge systems.This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains background knowledge includingthe traditional relational database model, and our Bayesian relational model. In Section3, we introduce the basic notions pertaining to the implication problem. In Section 4, wepresent an in-depth analysis of the implication problem for the BMVD class of nonembedded6



probabilistic conditional independencies. In particular, we present the chase algorithm as anonaxiomatic method for testing the implication of this special class of independencies. InSection 5, we examine the implication problem for embedded dependencies. The conclusionis presented in Section 6, in which we emphasize that Bayesian networks are indeed a generalform of relational databases.2 Background KnowledgeIn this section, we review pertinent notions including acyclic hypergraphs, the standardrelational database model, Bayesian networks, and our Bayesian relational model.2.1 Acyclic Hypergraphs and JointreesIn this subsection, we review two graphical structures, acyclic hypergraph and jointree. De-pendencies (independencies) can be conveniently characterized by these graphical structures.LetR = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg be a �nite set of attributes. A hypergraphR = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rngis a set of subsets Ri � R, namely, R � 2R. We say that R has the running intersectionproperty if there is a hypertree construction ordering R1; R2; : : : ; Rn of R such that thereexists a branching function b(i) < i such that Ri \ (R1 [ R2 [ : : : [ Ri�1) � Rb(i), fori = 2; 3; : : : ; n. We call R an acyclic hypergraph if and only if R has the running intersectionproperty [4]. Given an ordering R1; R2; : : : ; Rn for an acyclic hypergraph R and a branchingfunction b(i) for this ordering, the set J of J-keys for R is de�ned as:J = fR2 \ Rb(2); R3 \Rb(3); : : : ; Rn \ Rb(n)g: (5)These J-keys are in fact independent of a particular hypertree construction ordering, anacyclic hypergraph has a unique set of J-keys.Example 1 LetR = fA1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6g andR = fR1 = fA1; A2; A3g, R2 = fA2; A3; A4g,R3 = fA2; A3; A5g, R4 = fA5; A6g g denote the hypergraph illustrated in Figure 2. It canbe easily veri�ed that R has the following hypertree construction ordering:R2 \R1 = fA2; A3g � R1; b(2) = 1;R3 \ (R1 [R2) = fA2; A3g � R1; b(3) = 1;R4 \ (R1 [R2 [R3) = fA5g � R3; b(4) = 3:Thus, R is an acyclic hypergraph. The set J of J-keys for this acyclic hypergraph R isJ = fR2 \R1; R3 \R1; R4 \R3g = ffA2; A3g; fA5gg: 2In the probabilistic reasoning literature [17, 31], the graphical structure of a probabilisticnetwork is usually a jointree. However, it is important to realize that saying that R is anacyclic hypergraph is the same as saying that R has a jointree. Given an acyclic hypergraphR and a branching function b, a jointree for R is a tree with set R of nodes, such that:7
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A1 A2 : : : Amt1(A1) t1(A2) : : : t1(Am)r = t2(A1) t2(A2) : : : t2(Am)... ... ... ...ts(A1) ts(A2) : : : ts(Am)Figure 4: A relation r on the scheme R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg.A B Cr(ABC) = 0 0 00 0 11 0 0Figure 5: A relation r on the scheme R = ABC.Figure 4. The mappings are called tuples and t(A) is called the A-value of t. We use t(X)in the obvious way and call it the X-value of the tuple t.Mappings are used in our exposition to avoid any explicit ordering of the attributes inthe relation scheme. To simplify the notation, however, we will henceforth denote relationsby writing the attributes in a certain order and the tuples as lists of values in the sameorder. The following relational database conventions will be adopted. Uppercase lettersA;B;C from the beginning of the alphabet will be used to denote attributes. A relationscheme R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg is written as simply A1A2 : : : Am. A relation r on schemeR is denoted by either r(R) or r(A1A2 : : :Am). The singleton set fAg is written as A andthe concatenation XY is used to denote set union X [ Y . For example, a relation r(R) onR = ABC is shown in Figure 5, where DA = DB = DC = f0; 1g.Let r be a relation on R and X a subset of R. The projection of r onto X, written �X(r),is de�ned as: �X(r) = f t(X) j t 2 r g: (6)That is, �X(r) is the set of all tuples t(X) such that t is in r.The natural join of two relations r1(X) and r2(Y ), written r1(X) 1 r2(Y ), is de�ned as:r1(X) 1 r2(Y ) = f t(XY ) j t(X) 2 r1(X) and t(Y ) 2 r2(Y ) g: (7)That is, r1(X) 1 r2(Y ) denotes the set of tuples t(XY ) such that t(X) is in r1 and t(Y ) isin r2.Let r1(R1), r2(R2),. . . ,rn(Rn) be relations and R = R1 [R2 [ : : : [ Rn. Let t1; t2; : : : ; tnbe a sequence of tuples (not necessarily distinct) with ti 2 ri, 1 � i � n. We say tuplest1; t2; : : : ; tn are joinable on R1; R2; : : : ; Rn if there is a tuple t on R such that ti = t(R),1 � i � n. Tuple t is the result of joining t1; t2; : : : ; tn on R1; R2; : : : ; Rn.9



Let R be a relation scheme, X and Y be subsets of R, and Z = R � XY . A relationr(R) satis�es the multivalued dependency (MVD) X !! Y if, for any two tuples t1 and t2in r with t1(X) = t2(X), there exists a tuple t3 in r with:t3(XY ) = t1(XY ) and t3(Z) = t2(Z): (8)It can be shown that: X !! Y () X !! Y �X:The MVD X !! Y is a necessary and su�cient condition for r(R) to be losslesslydecomposed, namely: r(R) = �XY (r) 1 �XZ(r): (9)Example 3 The relation r(ABC) in Figure 6 satis�es the MVD B !! A, since r(ABC) =�AB(r) 1 �BC(r). On the other hand, the relation r0(ABC) in Figure 7 does not satisfy theMVD B !! A, since r0(ABC) 6= �AB(r) 1 �BC(r). 2A B C A B B C0 0 0 = 0 0 1 0 00 0 1 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 1 1 11 0 11 1 1Figure 6: Relation r(ABC) satis�es the MVD B !! A.As indicated in Figure 1, there is subclass of (nonembedded) MVDs called conict-freeMVD. Unlike arbitrary sets of MVDs, conict-free MVDs can be faithfully represented in aunique acyclic hypergraph. In these situations, the acyclic hypergraph is called a perfect-map [4]. That is, every MVD logically implied by the conict-free set can be inferred fromA B C A B B C A B C0 0 0 6= 0 0 1 0 0 = 0 0 00 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 01 1 1 1 0 11 1 1Figure 7: Relation r0(ABC) does not satisfy the MVD B !! A.10



A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A60 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 1 01 0 1 1 0 11 1 0 1 1 0Figure 8: Relation r(R) satis�es the AJD, 1 R, where R = fR1; R2; R3; R4g is the acyclichypergraph depicted in Figure 2.the acyclic hypergraph, and every MVD inferred from the acyclic hypergraph is logicallyimplied by the conict-free set.The conict-free class of MVDs has many desirable properties in database applications [4].In fact, a conict-free set of MVDs is equivalent to an acyclic join dependency (AJD) [4].An AJD can be used to losslessly decompose a relation into two or more projections (smallerrelations). Let R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng be an acyclic hypergraph on the set of attributesR = R1 [ R2 [ : : : [ Rn. We say that a relation r(R) satis�es the acyclic join dependency(AJD), 1 fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng if:r(R) = �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r): (10)That is, r decomposes losslessly onto R. We also write 1 fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng as 1 R. It followsthat a relation r(R) satis�es the acyclic join dependency 1 R � 1 fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng if andonly if r(R) contains the result of joining all joinable tuples in �R1(r); �R2(r), : : : ; �Rn(r).Example 4 Relation r(R) in Figure 8 satis�es the AJD, 1 R, where R = fR1; R2; R3; R4gis the acyclic hypergraph in Figure 2. That is,r(A1A2A3A4A5A6) = �A1A2A3(r) 1 �A2A3A4(r) 1 �A2A3A5(r) 1 �A5A6(r): 2The separation method [4] is used to infer MVDs from an acyclic hypergraph. Let Rbe an acyclic hypergraph on the set R of attributes and X;Y � R. The MVD X !! Yis inferred from the acyclic hypergraph R if and only if Y is the union of some of thedisconnected components in the hypergraph R with the set of nodes X deleted.Example 5 Consider the following acyclic hypergraph R on R = ABCDEFGH:R = fR1 = AB; R2 = BCD; R3 = DE; R4 = DFG; R5 = DFHg:Deleting the node D, we obtain:R0 = fR01 = AB; R02 = BC; R03 = E; R04 = FG; R05 = FHg:The disconnected components in R0 are:S1 = ABC; S2 = E; S3 = FGH:By de�nition, the MVDs D !! ABC, D !! E, D !! FGH, and D !! ABCE canbe inferred from R. On the other hand, the MVD D !! BC is not inferred from R sinceBC is not equal to the union of some of the sets in fS1; S2; S3g.11



The next example illustrates the notion of perfect-map.Example 6 Consider the following set C of MVDs on R = A1A2A3A4A5A6:C = fA2A3 !! A1; A2A3 !! A4; A2A3 !! A5A6;A5 !! A1A2A3A4; A5 !! A6; A2A3A5 !! A1g: (11)This set C of MVDs can be faithfully represented by the acyclic hypergraph R in Figure 2.According to the separation method for inferring MVDs from an acyclic hypergraph, everyMVD in C can be inferred from R. Obviously, every MVD logically implied by C can thenbe inferred from R, and every MVD inferred from R is logically implied by C. Thus, theacyclic hypergraph R in Figure 2 is a perfect-map of the set C of MVDs in Equation (11).Example 6 indicates that the set C of MVDs in Equation (11) is conict-free. It is importantto realize, however, that there are some sets of MVDs which cannot be faithfully representedby a single acyclic hypergraph.Example 7 Consider the following set C of MVDs on R = A1A2A3:C = f A1 !! A2; A3 !! A2 g: (12)There is no single acyclic hypergraph that can simultaneously encode both MVDs in C. Forexample, consider the acyclic hypergraphR = fR1 = A1A2; R2 = A1A3g:The MVD A1 !! A2 in C can be inferred fromR using the method of separation. However,the MVD A3 !! A2 cannot be inferred from R using separation. On the other hand, theacyclic hypergraph R0 = fR01 = A2A3; R02 = A1A3g;represents the MVD A3 !! A2 but not A1 !! A2.Example 7 indicates that the class of conict-free MVDs is a subclass of the class of MVD.For example, C in Equation (12) is a member in the class of MVDs, but is not a member inclass of conict-free MVDs.We now turn our attention to the more general class of embedded MVDs. EmbeddedMVDs are those which hold in projections of a relation, but not necessarily the relationitself.Example 8 Consider the relation r(ABCD) at the top of Figure 9. It can be easily veri�edthat r(ABCD) does not satisfy the MVD B !! A, namely:r(ABCD) 6= �AB(r) 1 �BCD(r):However, the projection �ABC(r) does satisfy B !! A:r(ABC) = �AB(r) 1 �BC(r): 212



A B C D0 0 0 0r(ABCD) = 0 0 1 1 6= �AB(r) 1 �BCD(r)1 0 0 01 0 1 01 1 1 1A B C0 0 0r0 = �ABC(r) = 0 0 1 = �AB(r0) 1 �BC(r0)1 0 01 0 11 1 1Figure 9: At the top of the �gure, relation r(ABCD) does not satisfy the MVD B !! A.However, its projection �ABC(r) does satisfy B !! A as shown at the bottom of the �gure.Example 8 indicates that MVDs are sensitive to context. It is important to specify theset of attributes over which a particular MVD holds [3]. We say relation r(R) satis�es theembedded multivalued dependency (EMVD) X !! Y j Z if �XYZ(r) satis�es the MVDX !! Y , where X;Y;Z are subsets of R. For example, the relation R(ABCD) in Figure 9satis�es the EMVD B !! A j C, where the set ABC is the context.For notational convenience we will write the nonembedded MVD X !! Y j (R�XY ) asX !! Y if the context R is understood. Likewise, we will use the notation X !! Y j Zfor EMVDs to explicitly state that the context is XY Z. The EMVD X !! Y j Z becomesthe (nonembedded) MVD X !! Y in the situation when XY Z = R. It is therefore clearthat MVD is a special case of the more general EMVD class as shown in Figure 1.2.3 Bayesian NetworksBefore we introduce our Bayesian database model, let us �rst review some pertinent notionsused in Bayesian networks [31].Let R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg denote a �nite set of discrete variables (attributes). Eachvariable Ai is associated with a �nite domain DAi . Let D be the Cartesian product ofthe domains DAi , 1 � i � m. A joint probability distribution (jpd) [17, 28, 31] on Dis a function p on D, p : D ! [0; 1]. That is, this function p assigns to each tuplet � < t(A1); t(A2); : : : ; t(Am) > 2 D a real number 0 � p(t) � 1 and p is normalized,namely, Pt2D p(t) = 1. For convenience, we write a joint probability distribution p asp(A1; A2; : : : ; Am) over the set of variables R. In particular, we use p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) to de-note the value p(t) = p(< t(A1); t(A2); : : : ; t(Am) >). That is, p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) denotes theprobability value p(< t(A1); t(A2); : : : ; t(Am) >) of the function p for a particular instanti-ation of the variables A1; A2; : : : ; Am. In general, a potential [17] is a function q on D such13



that q(t) is a nonnegative real number and Pt2D q(t) is positive, i.e., at least one q(t) > 0.Each potential q can be transformed to a joint probability distribution p by normalization,that is, by setting p(t) = q(t)=Pv2D q(v).We now introduce the fundamental notion of probabilistic conditional independency. LetX;Y and Z be subsets of variables in R. Let x = t(X), y = t(Y ), and z = t(Z) denotearbitrary values of X;Y and Z, respectively. We say Y and Z are conditionally independentgiven X under the joint probability distribution p, denoted Ip(Y;X;Z), ifp(y j xz) = p(y j x); (13)whenever p(xz) > 0. This conditional independency Ip(Y;X;Z) can be equivalently writtenas p(yxz) = p(yx) � p(xz)p(x) : (14)We write Ip(Y;X;Z) as I(Y;X;Z) if the joint probability distribution p is understood. Inthe special case where Y [ X [ Z = R, we call the probabilistic conditional independencyI(Y;X;Z) nonembedded; otherwise I(Y;X;Z) is called embedded. (Nonembedded probabilis-tic conditional independency is also called �xed context [14] and full [26].)Example 9 Let R = fA;B;C;Dg. Consider the following set C of probabilistic conditionalindependencies: C = f I(A;B;C); I(A;BC;D) g:The �rst independency I(A;B;C) is embedded since fA;B;Cg � R. The second indepen-dency I(A;BC;D) is nonembedded since fA;B;C;Dg = R.By the chain rule, a joint probability distribution p(A1; A2; : : : ; Am) can always be writtenas: p(A1; A2; : : : ; Am) = p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1; A2) � : : : � p(AmjA1; A2; : : : ; Am�1):The above equation is an identity. However, one can use conditional independencies thatare assumed to hold in the problem domain to obtain a simpler representation of a jointdistribution.Example 10 Consider a joint distribution p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6) and the set C of prob-abilistic conditional independencies:C = f I(A1; ;; ;); I(A2; A1; ;); I(A3; A1; A2); I(A4; A2A3; A1); I(A5; A2A3; A1A4);I(A6; A5; A1A2A3A4) g; (15)namely, p(A1) = p(A1);p(A2jA1) = p(A2jA1);p(A3jA1; A2) = p(A3jA1);p(A4jA1; A2; A3) = p(A4jA2; A3);p(A5jA1; A2; A3; A4) = p(A5jA2; A3);p(A6jA1; A2; A3; A4; A5) = p(A6jA5):14



By the chain rule, p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6) can be written as:p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6)= p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1; A2) � p(A4jA1; A2; A3) � p(A5jA1; A2; A3; A4) � p(A6jA1; A2; A3; A4; A5):Utilizing the conditional independencies in C, the joint distribution p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6)can now be expressed in a simpler form:p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6)= p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1) � p(A4jA2; A3) � p(A5jA2; A3) � p(A6jA5): (16)We can represent all of the probabilistic conditional independencies satis�ed by this jointdistribution by the directed acyclic graph (DAG) shown in Figure 10. This DAG together withthe conditional probability distributions p(A1), p(A2jA1), p(A3jA1), p(A4jA2; A3), p(A5jA2; A3),and p(A6jA5), de�ne a Bayesian network [31].
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Figure 10: The DAG representing all of the probabilistic conditional independencies satis�edby the joint distribution in Equation (16).Example 10 demonstrates that Bayesian networks provide a convenient semantic model-ing tool which greatly facilitates the acquisition of probabilistic knowledge. That is, a humanexpert can indirectly specify a joint distribution by specifying probability conditional inde-pendencies and the corresponding conditional probability distributions.The set C of conditional independencies in Equation (15) is an example of a causalinput list [32] (a strati�ed protocol [38]), since C precisely de�nes a directed acyclic graph(DAG). Such a DAG encodes all the probabilistic conditional independencies satis�ed by aparticular joint distribution. The method of d-separation [31] is used to infer conditionalindependencies from a DAG. For example, the conditional independency of A1 and A5 givenA2A3A4, i.e., I(A5; A2A3A4; A1), can be inferred from the DAG in Figure 10 using the d-separation method. The set of all independencies that can be inferred from a DAG is calleda conict-free set of probabilistic conditional independencies. Given a DAG, the associated15



conict-free set of conditional independencies is:Conict-free set of probabilistic conditional independencies= f c j c can be inferred from the given DAG by d-separationg; (17)where c denotes a probabilistic conditional independency. It should be clear from Equation(17) that the conict-free set of conditional independencies for a given DAG contains all theindependencies in the causal input list used to de�ne the DAG, possibly along with otherindependencies. Conversely, every conditional independency logically implied by the conict-free set can be inferred from the given DAG. In other words, a DAG is a perfect-map [31] ofthe conict-free set.As illustrated in Figure 1 (left), it is important to realize that conict-free sets of proba-bilistic conditional independencies are a special class within the more general class of prob-abilistic conditional independencies. There are arbitrary sets of probabilistic conditionalindependencies that are not conict-free. In other words, there are some sets of conditionalindependencies that cannot be faithfully encoded as a DAG.Example 11 Consider the following set C of probabilistic conditional independencies onfA;B;Cg: C = f I(A;B;C); I(A;C;B) g: (18)There is no single DAG that can simultaneously encode both independencies in C.Example 11 demonstrates that conict-free sets of independencies are a special class ofprobabilistic conditional independencies as depicted in Figure 1. In this example, the set Cof conditional independencies in Equation (18) belongs to the general class of probabilisticconditional independencies, but does not belong to the class of conict-free sets.To facilitate the computation of marginal distributions in practice, it is useful to trans-form a Bayesian network into a (decomposable) Markov network. A Markov network [17]consists of an acyclic hypergraph and a corresponding set of marginal distributions. TheDAG of a given Bayesian network can be converted by the moralization and triangulationprocedures [17, 31] into an acyclic hypergraph. (An acyclic hypergraph in fact representsa chordal undirected graph. Each maximal clique in the graph corresponds to a hyperedgein the acyclic hypergraph [4].) For example, by applying these procedures to the DAG inFigure 10, we obtain the acyclic hypergraph depicted in Figure 2. Similarly, local compu-tation procedures [44] can be applied to transform the conditional probability distributionsinto marginal distributions de�ned over the acyclic hypergraph. The joint probability distri-bution in Equation (16) can be rewritten, in terms of marginal distributions over the acyclichypergraph in Figure 2, as:p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6) = p(A1; A2; A3) � p(A2; A3; A4) � p(A2; A3; A5) � p(A5; A6)p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3) � p(A5) : (19)The Markov network representation of probabilistic knowledge in Equation (19) is typicallyused for inference in many practical applications.16



The following two examples emphasize the fact that Markov networks only use a subclassof nonembedded independencies. The �rst example demonstrates that Markov networks onlyuse nonembedded independencies.Example 12 Consider the marginal distribution p(A1; A2; A3) obtained from the Bayesiannetwork in Equation (16):p(A1; A2; A3) = XA4;A5;A6 p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6)= XA4;A5;A6 p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1) � p(A4jA2; A3) � p(A5jA2; A3) � p(A6jA5)= p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1) � XA4 ;A5;A6 p(A4jA2; A3) � p(A5jA2; A3) � p(A6jA5)= p(A1) � p(A2jA1) � p(A3jA1)= p(A1; A2) � p(A1; A3)p(A1) : (20)By the de�nition of conditional independency in Equation (14), A2 and A3 are conditionallyindependent given A1 in Equation (20). In other words, the Bayesian network in Equation(16) encodes the embedded probabilistic conditional independency I(A3; A1; A2).On the other hand, consider the marginal distribution p(A1; A2; A3) obtained from theMarkov network in Equation (19):p(A1; A2; A3) = XA4;A5 ;A6 p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6)= XA4;A5 ;A6 p(A1; A2; A3) � p(A2; A3; A4) � p(A2; A3; A5) � p(A5; A6)p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3) � p(A5)= p(A1; A2; A3)p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3) � XA4;A5;A6 p(A2; A3; A4) � p(A2; A3; A5) � p(A5; A6)p(A5)= p(A1; A2; A3)p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3) � p(A2; A3)= p(A1; A2; A3): (21)Equation (21) indicates that the Markov network in Equation (19) does not encode theembedded probabilistic conditional independency I(A3; A1; A2).Example 12 indicates that Bayesian networks are more expressive than Markov networks,since Bayesian networks encode both embedded and nonembedded independencies whereasMarkov networks only encode nonembedded independencies. As with d-separation in DAGs,the method of separation (see Section 2.2) is used to infer nonembedded independenciesfrom an acyclic hypergraph. The next example demonstrates that there are certain sets ofnonembedded independencies which cannot be faithfully encoded by an acyclic hypergraph.Example 13 Consider the following set C of nonembedded probabilistic conditional inde-pendencies on fA;B;Cg: C = f I(A;B;C); I(A;C;B) g: (22)17



A1 A2 : : : Am Apt1(A1) t1(A2) : : : t1(Am) t1(Ap) = p(t1)r(R) = t2(A1) t2(A2) : : : t2(Am) t2(Ap) = p(t2)... ... ... ... ...ts(A1) ts(A2) : : : ts(Am) ts(Ap) = p(ts)Figure 11: A joint distribution p expressed as a relation r over R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg.There is no single acyclic hypergraph that can simultaneously encode both nonembeddedindependencies in C.As illustrated in Figure 1, Example 13 demonstrates that the class of conict-free nonem-bedded independencies is a special class of the more general class of nonembedded indepen-dencies. That is, C in Equation (22) belongs to the class of nonembedded independenciesin class (2a), but not the BAJD class (2b).We conclude this section, by reiterating that Bayesian networks are not constructed usingan arbitrary input set of embedded independencies chosen from class (1a), just as Markovnetworks do not use arbitrary sets of nonembedded independencies from class (2a).2.4 A Bayesian Database ModelHere we review our Bayesian database model [41, 44] which serves as a uni�ed approach forboth Bayesian networks and relational databases.A joint probability distribution p can be represented as a relation r. The relation rrepresenting the jpd p(R) has attributes R [ fApg, where the column labeled by Ap storesthe probability value. For example, the relation r representing the jpd p(R) on the setof variables R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg is shown in Figure 11. Each tuple t 2 r is de�ned byt(R) = t 2 D and t(Ap) = p(t). That is, t = < t; p(t) >. In our Bayesian database model,however, the relation r only contains the tuples t with a positive probability value, namely,p(t) > 0. For convenience we will say relation r is on R with the attribute Ap understoodby context. That is, relations denoted by boldface represent probability distributions.Let r(R) be a relation over R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg and X be a subset of R. The marginal-ization of r onto X, written �X(r), is de�ned as�X(r) = f t(XAp(X)) j t(X) 2 �X(r) and t(Ap(X)) = Xt02r t0(Ap) g; (23)where t0(X) = t(X). In [17, 28, 31], the relation �X(r) is called the marginal distributionp(X) of p(R) onto X. By de�nition, �X(r) does not contain any tuples with zero probability.Example 14 Given the relation r(A1A2A3) in Figure 12, the marginalization of r onto A1A2is the relation �A1A2(r) depicted in Figure 13. 218



A1 A2 A3 Apr(A1A2A3) = 0 0 0 0:10 0 1 0:61 0 0 0:3Figure 12: A relation r on the scheme R = A1A2A3.A1 A2 Ap(A1A2)�A1A2(r) = 0 0 0:71 0 0:3Figure 13: The marginalization �A1A2(r) of relation r(A1A2A3) onto A1A2. This relationr(A1A2A3) is de�ned in Figure 12.The product join of two relations r1(X) and r2(Y ), written r1(X)� r2(Y ), is de�ned asr1(X) � r2(Y ) (24)= ft(XY Ap(X)�p(Y )) j t(XY ) 2 �X(r1) 1 �Y (r2) and t(Ap(X)�p(Y )) = t(Ap(X)) � t(Ap(Y ))g:Thus, r1(X) � r2(Y ) represents the product distribution p(X) � p(Y ) of the two individualdistributions p(X) and p(Y ).Example 15 The product join r(A1A2) � r(A2A3) of relations r(A1A2) and r(A2A3) isshown in Figure 14. 2The important notion of probabilistic conditional independency is represented as BayesianMVD (BMVD) in our Bayesian database model. BMVD is a generalization of MVD in thestandard relational database model, and belongs to the class of nonembedded probabilisticconditional independencies in a Bayesian network.Let R be a relation scheme, X and Y be subsets of R, and Z = R � XY . A relationr(R) satis�es the Bayesian multivalued dependency (BMVD) X )) Y if, for any two tuplesA1 A2 Ap(A1A2) A2 A3 Ap(A2A3) A1 A2 A3 Ap(A1A2)�p(A2A3)1 1 0:2 � 1 1 0:2 = 1 1 1 0:042 1 0:4 1 2 0:5 1 1 2 0:101 2 0:4 3 1 0:3 2 1 1 0:082 1 2 0:12Figure 14: The product join r(A1A2)� r(A2A3) of relations r(A1A2) and r(A2A3).19



t1 and t2 in r with t1(X) = t2(X), there exists a tuple t3 in r satisfying the following twoconditions:(i) t3(XY ) = t1(XY ) and t3(XZ) = t2(XZ),(ii) The probability value t3(Ap(XYZ)) can be written as:t3(Ap(XYZ)) = t0(Ap(XY )) � t00(Ap(XZ))t000(Ap(X)) ; (25)where t0 2 �XY (r), t00 2 �XZ(r), t000 2 �X(r).Condition (i) is the usual de�nition of the MVD X !! Y in the relational database model.This is the necessary (qualitative) condition for the BMVD X )) Y to hold. Condition(ii) stipulates the su�cient (quantitative) condition for this BMVD to hold.It can be easily veri�ed that the BMVD X )) Y is a necessary and su�cient conditionfor a relation r(XY Z) to be losslessly decomposed asr(XY Z) = �XY (r)� �XZ(r)� �X(r)�1; (26)where the relation �X(r)�1 is de�ned using �X(r) as follows:�X(r)�1 = ft(XA1=p(X)) j 8><>: t0 2 �X(r)t(X) = t0(X)t(A1=p(X)) = 1=t0(Ap(X)) g:Note that this inverse relation �X(r)�1 is well de�ned because �X(r) contains no tuple t0 suchthat t0(Ap(X)) = 0. By introducing a new operator 
, Equation (26) can be written as:�XY (r)
 �XZ(r) � �XY (r)� �XZ(r)� �X(r)�1:We call this binary operator 
 theMarkov join. Thus, in terms of this notation, we say thata relation r(R) satis�es the BMVD X )) Y , if and only ifr(XY Z) = �XY (r)
 �XZ(r): (27)It should be noted that: X )) Y () X )) Y �X:Example 16 Equation (27) indicates that the relation r(A1A2A3) in Figure 15 satis�es theBMVD A2 )) A1, since we can easily verify thatr(A1A2A3) = �A1A2(r)
 �A2A3(r):In contrast, the relations r(A1A2A3) in Figures 16 and 17 do not satisfy the BMVD A2 ))A1: 2 20



A1 A2 A3 Ap A1 A2 Ap(A1;A2) A2 A3 Ap(A2;A3)r = 0 0 0 0:3 = 0 0 0:6 
 0 0 0:40 0 1 0:3 0 1 0:2 0 1 0:40 1 1 0:2 1 0 0:2 1 1 0:21 0 0 0:11 0 1 0:1Figure 15: Relation r(A1A2A3) satis�es the BMVD A2 )) A1.A1 A2 A3 Ap0 0 0 0:1r = 0 0 1 0:20 1 1 0:31 0 0 0:31 0 1 0:1 A1 A2 Ap(A1A2) A2 A3 Ap(A2A3)6= 0 0 0:3 
 0 0 0:40 1 0:3 0 1 0:31 0 0:4 1 1 0:3A1 A2 A3 A p(A1A2)�p(A2A3)p(A2)0 0 0 0:17142856= 0 0 1 0:1285714 = r00 1 1 0:30000001 0 0 0:22857141 0 1 0:1714285Figure 16: Relation r(A1A2A3) does not satisfy the BMVD A2 )) A1.A1 A2 A3 Ap A1 A2 Ap(A1A2) A2 A3 Ap(A2A3) A1 A2 A3 Ap00 0 0 0:1 6= 0 0 0:3 
 0 0 0:4 = 0 0 0 0:20 0 1 0:2 1 0 0:3 0 1 0:2 0 0 1 0:11 0 0 0:3 1 1 0:4 1 1 0:4 1 0 0 0:21 1 1 0:4 1 0 1 0:11 1 1 0:4Figure 17: Relation r(A1A2A3) does not satisfy the BMVD A2 )) A1.21



A B C D Ap(ABCD)0 0 0 0 0:1r(ABCD) = 0 0 1 1 0:1 6= �AB(r)
 �BCD(r)1 0 0 0 0:21 0 1 0 0:21 1 1 1 0:4A B C Ap(ABD)0 0 0 0:1r0 = �ABC(r) = 0 0 1 0:1 = �AB(r0)
 �BC(r0)1 0 0 0:21 0 1 0:21 1 1 0:4Figure 18: At the top of the �gure, relation r(ABCD) does not satisfy the BMVD B )) A.However, its marginal �ABC(r) does satisfy B )) A as shown at the bottom of the �gure.It is important to realize that BMVDs are also sensitive to context as the followingexample demonstrates.Example 17 Consider the relation r(ABCD) at the top of Figure 18. It can be easilyveri�ed that r(ABCD) does not satisfy the BMVD B )) A, namely:r(ABCD) 6= �AB(r)
 �BCD(r):However, the marginal �ABC(r) does satisfy B )) A:r(ABC) = �AB(r)
 �BC(r): 2It should be clear that stating the generalized relation r(XY ZW ), for a given jointprobability distribution p(XY ZW ), satis�es the BEMVD X )) Y jZ is equivalent tostating that Y and Z are conditionally independent given X under p in Equation (14). Thus,we can use the terms BEMVD and probabilistic conditional independency interchangeably.A conict-free set of BMVDs can be faithfully represented by a single acyclic hypergraph.As in relational databases, it can be shown that a conict-free set of BMVDs is equivalentto a Bayesian acyclic join dependency. Let R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng be an acyclic hypergraphon the set of attributes R = R1 [R2 [ : : :[Rn. We say a Bayesian acyclic join dependency(BAJD), written 
R, is satis�ed by a relation r, ifr(R) = (: : : ((�R1(r)
 �R2(r))
 �R3(r)) : : :)
 �Rn(r); (28)where the sequence R1; R2; : : : ; Rn is a hypertree construction ordering for R.22



A1 A2 A3 Ap A1 A2 A3r(A1A2A3) = 0 0 0 0:1 , r(A1A2A3) = 0 0 00 0 1 0:6 0 0 11 0 0 0:3 1 0 0Figure 19: r(A1A2A3) is an example of a (probabilistic) relation representing a joint proba-bility distribution p(A1A2A3). The corresponding relation r(A1A2A3) of r(A1A2A3) de�nedby Equation 29 is shown on the right.A1 A2 Ap(A1A2) A1 A2�A1A2(r) = 0 0 0:7 , �A1A2(r) = 0 01 0 0:3 1 0Figure 20: The relation �A1A2(r) is the marginalization of r(A1A2A3) in Figure 19, and�A1A2(r) is the projection of r(A1A2A3).2.5 Comparison of the Bayesian and Relational Database ModelsIn this section we provide a brief exposition on the relationship between the Bayesian andthe standard relational database models. Our goal is to demonstrate that the main di�erencebetween these two models is the choice of operators. The traditional relational operators arespecial cases of the corresponding probabilistic operators. This realization will pave the wayto adopt relational database techniques for solving similar problems in probabilistic databasesystems.Let R = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg denote a set of attributes (variables. Every (probabilistic)relation r(R) in the Bayesian database model consists of two components: a joint distributionp(R) and a (standard) relation r(R). The relation r(R) is de�ned as:r(R) = ft(A1A2 : : :Am) j t(A1A2 : : : AmAp) 2 r(R)g: (29)The relationship between r(R) and p(R) is illustrated by an example in Figure 19. Con-versely, a joint probability distribution p(R) can be represented as a (probabilistic) relationr(R) in the Bayesian database model.The marginalization � and the product join � in the Bayesian database model are ob-viously generalizations of the projection � and the natural join 1 operators in the standardrelational database model as illustrated in Figures 20 and 21.In the relational database model, a relation r(XY Z) has a lossless decomposition:r(XY Z) = �XY (r) 1 �XZ(r)if and only if the MVD X !! Y holds in r. In parallel, a probabilistic relation r(XY Z)has a lossless decomposition: r(XY Z) = �XY (r)
 �XZ(r)23



A1 A2 A2 A3 A1 A2 A31 1 1 1 1 = 1 1 12 1 1 2 1 1 21 2 3 1 2 1 12 1 2A1 A2 Ap(A1A2) A2 A3 Ap(A2A3) A1 A2 A3 Ap(A1A2)�p(A2A3)1 1 0:2 � 1 1 0:2 = 1 1 1 0:042 1 0:4 1 2 0:5 1 1 2 0:101 2 0:4 3 1 0:3 2 1 1 0:082 1 2 0:12Figure 21: The top of the Figure depicts the natural join r(A1A2) 1 r(A2A3) of relationsr(A1A2) and r(A2A3). The bottom depicts the product join r(A1A2)� r(A2A3) of relationsr(A1A2) and r(A2A3).if and only if the BMVD X )) Y holds in r, i.e., Y and Z are conditionally independentgiven X in the joint probability distribution p(XY Z) used to de�ne r(XY Z). Since theprobabilistic relation r(XY Z) does not contain any tuples t(Ap(XYZ)) = 0, the MVDX !!Y is a necessary condition for r to have a lossless decomposition.Pairwise lossless decomposition can be generalized by the notion of acyclic join depen-dency. A probabilistic relation r(XY Z) is said to satisfy the Bayesian acyclic join dependency(BAJD), 
R, if r(R) can be expressed as:r(R) = �R1(r)
 �R2(r)
 : : : �Rn(r);whereR = R1[R2[: : :[Rn, andR is an acyclic hypergraph, i.e., the sequenceR1; R2; : : : ; Rnis a hypertree construction ordering.A BAJD in the Bayesian database model represents a Markov distribution and is de�nedby two components:(i) r(R) = �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : �Rn(r) is an acyclic join dependency 1 R in the relationaldatabase model, and(ii) the joint probability distribution p(R) which de�nes r(R) can be expressed asp(R) = p(R1) � p(R2) � : : : � p(Rn)p(R1 \R2) � p(R2 \R3) � p(Rn�1 \ Rn) ;where J = fR1 \ R2; R2 \ R3; : : : ; Rn�1 \ Rng is the set of J-keys of the acyclichypergraph R.The above discussion clearly indicates that a probabilistic reasoning system is a generalform of the traditional relational database model. The relationships between these twomodels are summarized in Table 1. 24



Relational Database Bayesian Network Bayesian Databaserelation distribution relationr(R) p(R) r(R)projection marginal marginal�X(r) p(X) �X(r)natural join multiplication product join1 � �MVD conditional independency BMVDX !! Y p(Y jX;Z) = p(Y jX) X )) YAJD Markov Network BAJDR1 1 R2 1 : : : 1 Rn p(R1)�p(R2)�:::�p(Rn)p(R1\R2)�:::�p(Rn�1\Rn) ((�R1(r)
 �R2(r))
 : : :)
 �Rn(r)Table 1: The terminology used for corresponding notions in the standard relational databasemodel, Bayesian networks, and our Bayesian database model.An important question naturally arises as: do the implications problems in the relationaldatabases and Bayesian networks coincide with each other? An attempt to answer thisquestion is the focus of the remaining part of this paper.3 The Implication Problem for Di�erent Classes of De-pendenciesBefore we study the implication problem in detail, let us �rst introduce some basic no-tions. Here we will use the terms relation and joint probability distribution interchangeably;similarly, for the terms dependency and independency.Let P be a set of dependencies de�ned on a set of attributes R. By SATR(P), we denotethe set of all relations on R that satisfy all of the dependencies in P. We write SATR(P) asSAT (P) when R is understood, and SAT (�) for SAT (f�g), where � is a single dependency.We say P logically implies �, written P j= �, if SAT (P) � SAT (�). In other words, � islogically implied byP if there is no counter-example relation such that all of the dependenciesin P are satis�ed but � is not.The implication problem is to test whether a given setP of dependencies logically impliesanother dependency �, namely, X j= �: (30)Clearly, the �rst question to answer is whether such a problem is solvable, i.e., whether there25



exists some method to provide a positive or negative answer for any given instance of theimplication problem. We consider two methods for answering this question.The �rst method for testing implication is by axiomatization. An inference axiom is arule that states if a relation satis�es certain dependencies, then it must satisfy certain otherdependencies. Given a set P of dependencies and a set of inference axioms, the closure ofP, written P+, is the smallest set containing P such that the inference axioms cannot beapplied to the set to yield a dependency not in the set. More speci�cally, the set P derivesa dependency �, written P ` �, if � is in P+. A set of inference axioms is sound if wheneverP ` �, then P j= �. A set of inference axioms is complete if the converse holds, that is, ifP j= �, then P ` �. In other words, if P logically implies the dependency �, then P derives�. A sequence P of dependencies over R is a derivation sequence on P if every dependencyin P is either(i) a member of P, or(ii) follows from previous dependencies in P by an application of one of the given inferenceaxioms.To solve the implication problem by axiomatization, we can (in principle) computeP+ undera complete axiomatization, then we test whether � 2 P+. In other words, if no completeaxiomatization exists for a given class of dependency, then the implication problem for thatclass cannot be solved using the axiomatization method.The second method for testing implication is a nonaxiomatic method such as the chasealgorithm. The chase algorithm in relational database model is a powerful tool to obtainmany nontrivial results. We will show that the chase algorithm can also be applied to theimplication problem for probabilistic conditional independencies.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Since nonembedded dependencies are bestunderstood, we therefore choose to analyze the pair (BMVD, MVD), and the subclasses(conict-free BMVD, conict-free MVD) before the others. Next we consider the embeddeddependencies. First we study the pair of (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD). Theconict-free BEMVD class has been studied extensively as these dependencies form the basisfor the construction of Bayesian networks. Finally, we analyze the pair (BEMVD, EMVD).This pair subsumes all the other previously studied pairs. This pair is particularly importantto our discussion here, as its implication problems are unsolvable in contrast to the othersolvable pairs such as (BMVD, MVD) and (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD).4 Nonembedded DependencyIn this section, we study the implication problem for the class of nonembedded probabilisticconditional independency, called BMVD in our terminology. One way to demonstrate thatthe implication problem for BMVDs is solvable is to directly prove that a sound set of BMVDaxioms are also complete. This is exactly the approach taken by Geiger and Pearl [14]. Herewe take a di�erent approach. Instead of directly demonstrating that the BMVD implicationproblem is solvable, we do it by establishing a one-to-one relationship between the implicationproblems of the pair (BMVD,MVD). 26



4.1 Nonembedded Multivalued DependencyThe MVD class of dependencies in the pair (BMVD,MVD) has been extensively studied inthe standard relational database model. As mentioned before, MVD is the necessary andsu�cient conditions for a lossless (binary) decomposition of a relation. In this section, wereview two methods for solving the implication problem of the MVD class of data depen-dencies, namely, the axiomatic and nonaxiomatic methods.(i) MVD AxiomatizationIt is well known [3] that MVDs have a �nite complete axiomatization.Theorem 1 The following inference axioms (MVD1)-(MVD7) are both sound and completefor multivalued dependencies (MVDs):(MV D1) If Y � X; then X !! Y:(MV D2) If X !! Y and Y !! Z; then X !! Z � Y:(MV D3) If X !! Y; and X !! Z; then X !! Y Z:(MV D4) If X !! Y and X !! Z; then X !! Y \ Z; X !! Y � Z:(MV D5) If X !! Y; then XZ !! Y:(MV D6) If X !! Y and YW !! Z; then XW !! Z � (YW ):(MV D7) If X !! Y; then X !! R� (XY ):It should perhaps be noted that axioms (MVD1) and (MVD2) form a minimal set [27], i.e.,all other axioms can be derived from these two axioms. Axioms (MVD1)-(MVD7) are calledreexivity, transitivity, union, decomposition, augmentation, pseudotransitivity, and comple-mentation, respectively.The usefulness of a sound axiomatization lies in the ability to derive dependencies thatare not explicitly stated.Example 18 Consider the following set C of MVDs:C = fAB !! D; AE !! F; BD!! Gg;on the set of attributes R = ABDEFG. The following is a derivation sequence of the MVDAB !! G. 1: AB !! D (given)2: AB !! B (MVD1)3: AB !! BD (MVD3) from 1 and 24: BD!! G (given)5: AB !! G (MVD2) from 3 and 4:27



The derivation sequence of the MVD AB !! G from the set C of MVDs using soundaxioms ensures that C logically implies AB !! G, namely,fAB !! D; AE !! F; BD!! Gg j= AB !! G:The above example demonstrates that whenever a dependency is derived using soundaxioms, then the dependency is logically implied by the given input set. However, if theaxioms are not complete, then there is no guarantee that the axioms will derive all of thelogically implied dependencies.(ii) A Nonaxiomatic ApproachThe discussion presented here follows closely the description given in [23].We begin by examining what it means for a relation to decompose losslessly. Let r be arelation on R, and R1 [ R2 [ : : : [ Rn = R. We say relation r decomposes losslessly onto adatabase scheme R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng ifr = �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r): (31)It can be shown that the left side is a subset of right side in Equation (31), namely,r � �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r):In other words, every tuple t 2 r will also appear in �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r).Thereby, the lossless decomposition in Equation (31) can be shown by demonstrating�R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r) � r:In other words, showing that every tuple in the natural join of the projections is also atuple in r. For example, the relation r(ABC) in Figure 7 does not decompose losslesslyonto database scheme R = fR1 = AB;R2 = BCg since the tuple t = < 1 0 1 > is in�AB(r) 1 �BC(r) but is not an element of r(ABC).Shorthand notation is introduced for the right hand side of Equation (31). The project-join mapping de�ned by R, written mR, is a function on relations on R de�ned bymR(r) = �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r):The important point to notice is that saying a relation r(R) satis�es the AJD 1 R is thesame as saying that mR(r) = r. For example, let R = ABC and R = fAB;BCg. Theresult of applying mR to the relation r(ABC) in Figure 7 (left) is the relation r0 = mR(r) inFigure 7 (right). Applying mR to r0 gives back r0. Project-join mappings can be representedin tabular form called tableaux.A tableau T is both a tabular means of representing a project-join mapping and a templatefor a relation r on R. Whereas a relation contains tuples of values, a tableau contains rows28



A1 A2 A3 A4T = a1 b1 a3 b2b3 a2 a3 b4a1 b5 a3 a4Figure 22: A tableau T on the scheme A1A2A3A4.A1 A2 A3 A4r = 1 4 5 82 3 5 71 4 5 7Figure 23: The relation r obtained as the result of applying � in Equation (32) to the tableauT in Figure 22.of subscripted variables (symbols). The a and b variables are called distinguished and non-distinguished variables, respectively. We restrict the variables in a tableau to appear in onlyone column. We make the further restriction that at most one distinguished variable mayappear in any column. By convention, if the scheme of a tableau is A1A2 : : : Am, then thedistinguished variable appearing in the Ai-column will be ai. For example, a tableau T onscheme R = A1A2A3A4 is shown in Figure 22. We obtain a relation from the tableau bysubstituting domain values for variables. Let T be a tableau and letV = f a1; a2; : : : ; am; b1; b2; : : :gdenote the set of its variables. A valuation � for T is a mapping from V to the Cartesianproduct D1 �D2 � : : : �Dm such that �(v) is in Di when v is a variable appearing in theAi-column. We extend the valuation from variables to rows and thence to the entire tableau.If w = < v1 v2 : : : vm > is a row in a tableau, we let �(w) = < �(v1) �(v2) : : : �(vm) >. Wethen let �(T ) = f �(w) j w is a row in T g:Example 19 Consider the following valuation �:�(a1) = 1; �(a2) = 3; �(a3) = 5; �(a4) = 7;�(b1) = 4; �(b2) = 8; �(b3) = 2; �(b4) = 7; �(b5) = 4;The result of applying � to the tableau T in Figure 22 is the relation r in Figure 23. 2Similar to a project-join mapping, a tableau T on scheme R can be interpreted as afunction on relations r(R). In this interpretation we require that T have a distinguished29



A1 A2 A3 A4T = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4Figure 24: The tableau T on R = A1A2A3A4.A1 A2 A3 A41 3 5 7r = 1 4 5 72 3 6 8Figure 25: A relation r on R = A1A2A3A4.variable in every column. Let wd be the row of all distinguished variables. That is, ifR = A1A2 : : :Am, then wd = < a1 a2 : : : am >. Row wd is not necessarily in T . If r is arelation on scheme R, we let T (r) = f �(wd) j �(T ) � r g;That is, if we �nd any valuation � that maps every row in T to a tuple in r, then �(wd) isin T (r).It is always possible to �nd a tableau TR for representing a project-join mapping mRde�ned by mR(r) = �R1(r) 1 �R2(r) 1 : : : 1 �Rn(r);where R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng, and R = R1 [ R2 [ : : : [ Rn. The tableau TR for mR is de-�ned as follows. The scheme for TR is R. TR has n rows, w1; w2; : : : ; wn. Row wi has thedistinguished variable aj in the Aj-column exactly when Aj 2 Ri. The remaining nondistin-guished variables in wi are unique and do not appear in any other row of TR. For example,let R = f R1 = A1A2; R2 = A2A3; R3 = A3A4 g and R1; R2; R3 be a hypertree construc-tion for R. The tableau TR for mR is depicted in Figure 24. Consider the relation r onR = A1A2A3A4 as shown in Figure 25. The valuation �, de�ned as�(a1) = 1; �(a2) = 3; �(a3) = 6; �(a4) = 8;�(b1) = 5; �(b2) = 7; �(b3) = 2; �(b4) = 8; �(b5) = 2; �(b6) = 3;indicates that< 1 3 6 8 > is in TR(r). All of TR(r) is depicted in Figure 26. It is easily veri�edthat applying the project-join mapping mR to the relation r in Figure 25 also produces therelation in Figure 26. That is, TR(r) = mR(r).30



A1 A2 A3 A41 3 5 7T (r) = 1 3 6 81 4 5 72 3 5 72 3 6 8Figure 26: The relation T (r), where r(R) is the relation in Figure 25 and T is the tableauin Figure 24.Lemma 1 [23] Let R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rng be a set of relation schemes, where R =R1R2 : : : Rn. The project-join mapping mR and the tableau TR de�ne the same functionbetween relations r(R). That is, mR(r) = TR(r) for all r(R).Lemma 1 indicates that saying that a relation r(R) satis�es the AJD 1 R is the same assaying that TR(r) = r.The notion of what it means for two tableaux to be equivalent is now described. Let T1and T2 be tableaux on scheme R. We write T1 v T2 if T1(r) � T2(r) for all relations r(R).Tableaux T1 and T2 are equivalent, written T1 � T2, if T1 v T2 and T2 v T1. That is, T1 � T2if T1(r) = T2(r) for every relation r(R). Let SAT (C) denote the set of relations r(R) thatsatisfy all the constraints in C. If T1 and T2 are tableaux on R, then we say T1 is containedby T2 on SAT (C), written T1 vSAT (C) T2, if T1(r) � T2(r) for every relation r in SAT (C).We say T1 and T2 are equivalent on SAT (C), writtenT1 �SAT (C) T2; (32)if T1 vSAT (C) T2 and T2 vSAT (C) T1.We now consider a method for modifying tableaux while preserving equivalence. A J-rulefor a set C of AJDs is a means to modify an arbitrary tableau T to a tableau T 0 such thatT �SAT (C) T 0. Let R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rqg be a set of relation schemes and let 1 R be a AJDon R. Let T be a tableau on R and let w1; w2; : : : ; wq(not necessarily distinct) be rows of Tthat are joinable on R with result w. Applying the J-rule for 1 R to tableau T allows us toform the tableau T 0 = T [ fwg:If we view the tableau T as a relation, the generated row w can be expressed asw = w1(R1) 1 w2(R2) 1 : : : 1 wn(Rn): (33)Example 20 Let C = f 1 fA1A2; A2A3A4g g and T be the tableau in Figure 27. Rowsw1 and w2 are joinable on A2. We can then apply the J-rule for 1 fA1A2; A2A3A4g in C torows w1 = < a1 a2 b1 b2 > and w2 = < b3 a2 a3 b4 > of T to generate the new roww = w1(A1A2) 1 w2(A2A3A4)= < a1 a2 > 1 < a2 a3 b4 >= < a1 a2 a3 b4 > :31



A1 A2 A3 A4T = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4Figure 27: The tableau T on R = A1A2A3A4.A1 A2 A3 A4T 0 = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4a1 a2 a3 b4Figure 28: The tableau T 0 = T [ f< a1 a2 a3 b4 >g, where T is the tableau in Figure 27.Tableau T 0 = T [ fwg in Figure 28 is the result of this application. Even though rowsw = < a1 a2 a3 b4 > and w3 = < b5 b6 a3 a4 > are joinable on A3, we cannot construct thenew row < a1 a2 a3 a4 > since no J-rule exists in C which applies to attribute A3. 2It is worth mentioning that J-rule is also applicable to MVDs since MVD is a special caseof AJD.Theorem 2 [23] Let R = fR1; R2; : : : ; Rqg and T 0 be the result of applying the J-rule for1 R to tableau T . Tableaux T and T 0 are equivalent on SAT (1R).The chase algorithm can now be described. Given T and C, apply the J-rules associatedwith the AJDs in C, until no further change is possible. The resulting tableau, writtenchaseC(T ), is equivalent to T on all relations in SAT (C), i.e., T �SAT (C) chaseC(T ), andchaseC(T ) considered as a relation is in SAT (C).Theorem 3 [23] C j= 1 R if and only if chaseC(TR) contains the row of all distinguishedvariables.Theorem 3 states that the chase algorithm is equivalent to logical implication. We illus-trate Theorem 3 with the following example.Example 21 Suppose we wish to test the implication problem C j= c on scheme R =A1A2A3A4, where C = f A2 !! A1, A3 !! A4 g is a set of MVDs and c = 1fA1A2; A2A3; A3A4 g is an AJD. We construct the initial tableau TR in Figure 24 accordingto the database scheme R de�ned by c. Rows w1 and w2 are joinable on A2. We can thenapply the J-rule for A2 !! A1 in C to rows w1 = < a1 a2 b1 b2 > and w2 = < b3 a2 a3 b4 >of TR to generate the new roww4 = w1(A1A2) 1 w2(A2A3A4)= < a1 a2 a3 b4 > :32



A1 A2 A3 A4TR = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4a1 a2 a3 b4Figure 29: Since TR satis�es the MVD A2 !! A1 in C, by de�nition, rows w1 and w2 beingjoinable on A2 imply that row w4 = < a1 a2 a3 b4 > is also in TR.A1 A2 A3 A4TR = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4a1 a2 a3 b4a1 a2 a3 a4Figure 30: Since TR satis�es the MVD A3 !! A4 in C, by de�nition, rows w4 and w3 beingjoinable on A3 imply that row wd = < a1 a2 a3 a4 > is also in TR.Tableau TR [ fw4g is depicted in Figure 28. Similarly, rows w4 and w3 are joinable onA3. We can then the J-rule for A3 !! A4 in C to rows w4 = < a1 a2 a3 b4 > andw3 = < b5 b6 a3 a4 > to generate the new rowwd = w4(A1A2A3) 1 w3(A3A4)= < a1 a2 a3 a4 >as shown in Figure 30. Row wd is the row of all distinguished variables. By Theorem 3, Clogically implies c. That is, any relation that satis�es the MVDs in C must also satisfy theAJD c. 2It should be noted that the resulting tableau in the chase algorithm is unique regardlessof the order in which the J-rules were applied.Theorem 4 [23] The chase computation for a set of AJDs is a �nite Church-Rosser re-placement system. Therefore, chaseC(TR) is always a singleton set.This completes the review of the implication problem for relational data dependencies.4.2 Nonembedded Probabilistic Conditional IndependencyWe now turn our attention to the class of nonembedded probabilistic conditional indepen-dency (BMVD) in the pair (BMVD, MVD). As in the MVD case, we will consider both the33



axiomatic and nonaxiomatic methods to solve the implication problem for the BMVD classof probabilistic dependencies. However, we �rst show an immediate relationship between theinference of BMVDs and that of MVDs.Lemma 2 [25, 41] Let C be a set of BMVDs on R and c a single BMVD on R. ThenC j= c =) C j= c;where C = fX !! Y j X )) Y 2 Cg is the set of MVDs corresponding to the BMVDsin C, and c is the MVD corresponding to the BMVD c.Proof: Suppose C j= c. We will prove the claim by contradiction. That is, suppose thatC 6j= c. By de�nition, there exists a relation r(R) such that r(R) satis�es all of the MVDsin C, but r(R) does not satisfy the MVD c. Let k denote the number of tuples in r(R). Weconstruct a probabilistic relation r(R) from r(R) by appending the attribute Ap. For eachof the k tuples in r(R), set t(Ap) = 1=k. Thus, r(R) represents a uniform distribution. Inthe uniform case [25, 41], r(R) satis�es C if and only if r(R) satis�es C. Again using theuniform case, r(R) does not satisfy c since r(R) does not satisfy c. By de�nition, C doesnot logically imply c, namely,C 6j= c. A contradiction to the initial assumption that C j= c.Therefore, C j= c. 2With respect to the pair (BMVD,MVD) of nonembedded dependencies, Lemma2 indicatesthat the statement C j= c =) C j= cis a tautology. We now consider ways to solve the implication problem C j= c.(i) BMVD AxiomatizationIt can be easily shown that the following inference axioms for BMVDs are sound:(BMVD1) If Y � X; then X )) Y:(BMVD2) If X )) Y and Y )) Z; then X )) Z � Y:(BMVD3) If X )) Y; and X )) Z; then X )) Y Z:(BMVD4) If X )) Y and X )) Z; then X )) Y \ Z; X )) Y � Z:(BMVD5) If X )) Y; then XZ )) Y:(BMVD6) If X )) Y and YW )) Z; then XW )) Z � (YW );(BMVD7) If X )) Y; then X )) R � (XY ):Axiom (BMVD1) holds trivially for any relation r(R) with XY � R. We now show thataxiom (BMVD2) is sound. Recall thatX )) Y () X )) Y �X:34



Thus, without loss of generality, let R = XY ZW , where X;Y;Z and W are pairwise disjoint.By de�nition, the BMVDs X )) Y and Y )) Z meanp(XY ZW ) = p(XY ) � p(XZW )p(X) ; (34)and p(XY ZW ) = p(Y Z) � p(XYW )p(Y ) ; (35)respectively. Computing the marginal distribution p(XY Z) from both Equations (34) and(35), we respectively obtain: p(XY Z) = p(XY ) � p(XZ)p(X) ; (36)and p(XY Z) = p(Y Z) � p(XY )p(Y ) : (37)By Equations (36) and (37), we have:p(XZ)p(X) = p(Y Z)p(Y ) : (38)By Equations (38) and (35), we obtain:p(XY ZW ) = p(XZ) � p(XYW )p(X) : (39)Equation (39) is the de�nition of the BMVD X )) Z. The other axioms can be shownsound in a similar fashion.Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the above inference rules forBMVDs and those MVD inference axioms (MVD1)-(MVD7) in Theorem 1. Since the BMVDaxioms (BMVD1)-(BMVD7) are sound, it can immediately be shown that the implicationproblems coincide in the pair (BMVD,MVD).Theorem 5 Given the complete axiomatization (MVD1)-(MVD7) for the MVD class. ThenC j= c () C j= c;where C is a set of BMVDs, C = fX !! Y j X )) Y 2 C g is the corresponding set ofMVDs, and c is the MVD corresponding to a BMVD c.Proof: ()) Holds by Lemma 2. 35



(() Let C j= c. By Theorem 1, C j= c implies that C ` c. That is, there exists a derivationsequence s of the MVD c by applying the MVD axioms to the MVDs in C. On the otherhand, since each MVD axiom has a corresponding BMVD axiom. This means there exists aderivation sequence s of the BMVD c using the BMVDs axioms on the BMVDs in C, whichparallels the derivation sequence s of the MVD c. That is, C ` c. Since the BMVD axiomsare sound, C ` c implies that C j= c. 2Theorem 5 indicates that the implication problems coincide in the pair (BMVD,MVD),as indicated in Figure 1. The following result is an immediate consequence and is statedwithout proof.Corollary 1 The axioms (BMVD1)-(BMVD7) are both sound and complete for the class ofnonembedded probabilistic conditional independency.By Corollary 1, it is not surprising then that Geiger and Pearl [14] showed that theiralternative complete axioms for BMVDs were also complete for MVDs. The main point ofthis section is to foster the notion that the Bayesian database model is intrinsically relatedto the standard relational database model. For example, by examining the implication prob-lem for BMVD in terms of MVD, it is clear and immediate that the implication problemscoincide in the pair (BMVD,MVD).(ii) A Nonaxiomatic MethodWe now present a nonaxiomatic method for testing the implication problem for nonem-bedded probabilistic conditional independencies. The standard chase algorithm can be mod-i�ed for such a purpose by appropriately de�ning the manipulation of tableaux. However,we will then demonstrate that such a generalization is not necessary.We briey outline how a probabilistic chase can be formulated. A more complete de-scription is given in [40]. The standard tableau T on a set of attributes R = A1A2 : : :Amis augmented with attribute Ap. Each traditional row w = < a1a2 : : : am > is appendedwith probability symbol p(a1; a2; : : : ; am). That is, a probabilistic tableau T contains rowsw = < w; p(w) >. In testing whether C j= c, we construct the initial tableau TR in thesame fashion as in testing C j= c, where C and c are the corresponding MVDs, and R is theacyclic hypergraph corresponding to c (and c).We now consider a method to modify probabilistic tableaux. We generalize the notion ofJ-rule for a MVD X !! Y as follows. Let T be a probabilistic tableau on XY Z, X )) Ya BMVD in a given set C of BMVDs, and w1;w2 be two joinable rows on X. AMarkov-joinrule (MJ-rule) for the BMVD X )) Y is a means to add the new row w = < w; p(w) >to T, where w is de�ned in the usual sense according the J-rule for the corresponding MVDX !! Y , and the probability symbol p(w) is de�ned as:p(w) = p(w1(XY )) � p(w2(XZ))p(w1(X)) : (40)36



Example 22 Let C = fA2 )) A1, A3 )) A4g and consider the tableau TR in Figure 31.It can be seen that rows w1 = < a1 a2 b1 b2 p(a1a2b1b2) >and w2 = < b3 a2 a3 b4 p(b3a2a3b4) >are joinable on A2. We can then apply the MJ-rule for the BMVD A2 )) A1 in C togenerate a new row w4 = < a1; a2; a3; b4; p(a1; a2; a3; b4) >, where by Equation (40),p(a1; a2; a3; b4) = p(a1a2) � p(a2a3b4)p(a2) :The new row w4 is added to TR as shown in Figure 32 on the left. Similarly, rows w3 = <b3 b5 a3 a4 p(b3b5a3a4) > and w4 = < a1 a2 a3 b4 p(a1a2)p(a2a3b4)p(a2) > are joinable on A3. ByEquation (40), the MJ-rule for the BMVD A3 )) A4 in C can be applied to rows w3 andw4 to generate the new roww5 = < a1 a2 a3 a4 p(a1a2)p(a2a3)p(a3a4)p(a2)p(a3) > :The tableau TR [ fw4g [ fw5g is shown in Figure 31 on the left. 2A1 A2 A3 A4 Ap A1 A2 A3 A4TR = a1 a2 b1 b2 p(a1a2b1b2) TR = a1 a2 b1 b2b3 a2 a3 b4 p(b3a2a3b4) b3 a2 a3 b4b5 b6 a3 a4 p(b5b6a3a4) b5 b6 a3 a4Figure 31: The initial tableau TR constructed according to the BAJD c =
fA1A2; A2A3; A3A4g is shown on the left of the �gure. The initial tableau TR constructedaccording to the AJD c = 1 fA1A2; A2A3; A3A4g is shown on the right.The probabilistic chase algorithm is now introduced. Given T and C, apply the MJ-rules associated with the BMVDs in C, until no further change is possible. The result-ing tableau, written chaseC(T), is equivalent to T on all relations in SAT (C). That is,T(r) = chaseC(T)(r), for every probabilistic relation r satisfying every BMVD in C. Fur-thermore, chaseC(T) considered as a relation is in SAT (C). The next result indicates thatthe probabilistic chase algorithm is a nonaxiomatic method for testing the implication prob-lem for the BMVD class.Theorem 6 Let C be a set of BMVDs on R = A1A2 : : :Am, and c be the BMVD X )) Yon R. ThenC j= c () < a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) = p(xy) � p(xz)p(x) > is a row in chaseC(TR);where R = fXY;XZg is the acyclic hypergraph corresponding to c.37



A1 A2 A3 A4 Ap A1 A2 A3 A4w1 a1 a2 b1 b2 p(a1a2b1b2) w1 a1 a2 b1 b2w2 b3 a2 a3 b4 p(b3a2a3b4) w2 b3 a2 a3 b4w3 b5 b6 a3 a4 p(b5b6a3a4) w3 b5 b6 a3 a4w4 a1 a2 a3 b4 p(a1a2)p(a2a3b4)p(a2) w4 a1 a2 a3 b4w5 a1 a2 a3 a4 p(a1a2)p(a2a3)p(a3a4)p(a2)p(a3) w5 a1 a2 a3 a4Figure 32: The tableaux obtained by adding the new rows w4 and w5 is shown on the leftof the �gure. The standard use of the corresponding J-rules is shown on the right.Proof: ()) We �rst show that the row of all distinguished variables< a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) >must appear in chaseC(TR). Given C j= c. By contradiction, suppose that the row< a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) > does not appear in chaseC(TR). This means that theMJ-rules corresponding to the BMVDs in C cannot be applied to the joinable rows to gen-erate the row < a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) >. This implies that the J-rules correspondingto the MVDs in C = fV !! W j V )) W 2 Cg cannot be applied to the joinablerows in TR to generate the row < a1 a2 : : : am > of all distinguished variables, where c isthe MVD corresponding to the BMVD c. By Theorem 3, the row < a1 a2 : : : am > notappearing in chaseC(TR) means that C 6j= c, where chaseC(TR) is the result of chasing cunder C. By Theorem 5, C 6j= c implies that C 6j= c. A contradiction. Therefore, the row< a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) > must appear in chaseC(TR).We now show that p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) can be factorized as desired. By contradiction, sup-pose that: p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) 6= p(xy) � p(xz)p(x) :This means that chaseC(TR), considered as a probabilistic relation, satis�es the BMVDs inC but does not satisfy the BMVD c. By de�nition, C 6j= c. A contradiction. Therefore,p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) = p(xy) � p(xz)p(x) :(() Given the row < a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) > appears in chaseC(TR). This meansthat the MJ-rules corresponding to the BMVDs in C can be applied to TR to generate therow < a1 a2 : : : am p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) >. This implies that the J-rules corresponding to theMVDs in C = fV !! W j V )) W 2 Cg can be applied to the joinable rows in TR togenerate the row < a1 a2 : : : am > of all distinguished variables, where c is the MVD corre-sponding to the BMVD c. By Theorem 3, the row < a1 a2 : : : am > appearing in chaseC(TR)means that C j= c, where chaseC(TR) is the result of chasing c under C. By Theorem 5,C j= c implies that C j= c. 2Theorem 6 indicates that C j= c if and only if the row of all distinguished variablesappears in chaseC(TR), i.e., p(a1; a2; : : : ; am) can always be factorized according to theBMVD being tested. 38



Example 23 Suppose we wish to test whether C j= c, where C = f A1 )) A2, A2 ))A1, A3 )) A1A2, A3 )) A5, A4 )) A1A2 g is a set of BMVDs and c is theBAJD 
fA1A2, A1A3, A3A4, A3A5g. We initially construct TR according to the BAJD cas shown in Figure 33. The row < a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 p(a1 a2 a3 a4 a5) > of all distinguishedvariables can be constructed as follows. Since rows w1 = < a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 p(a1a2b1b2b3) >and w2 = < a1 b4 a3 b5 b6 p(a1b4a3b5b6) > are joinable on A1, we can apply the MJ-rulecorresponding to the BMVD A1 )) A2 in C to rows w1 and w2 to obtain the new roww5 = < a1 a2 a3 b5 b6 p(a1a2a3b5b6) >, where p(a1a2a3b5b6) is de�ned asp(a1a2a3b5b6) = p(a1a2) � p(a1a3b5b6)p(a1) : (41)Similarly, the MJ-rule corresponding to the BMVDA3 )) A1A2 inC can be applied to join-able onA3 rowsw5 =< a1 a2 a3 b5 b6 p(a1a2a3b5b6) > andw3 =< b7 b8 a3 a4 b9 p(b7b8a3a4b9) >to generate the new row w6 = < a1 a2 a3 a4 b9 p(a1a2a3a4b9) >, wherep(a1a2a3a4b9) = p(a1a2a3) � p(a3a4b9)p(a3) : (42)As shown in Figure 34, the row w7 = < a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 p(a1a2a3a4a5) > of all distinguishedvariables can be generated by applying the MJ-rule corresponding to the BMVD A3 )) A5to joinable rowsw6 =< a1 a2 a3 a4 b9 p(a1a2a3a4b9) > andw4 =< b10 b11 a3 b12 a5 p(b10b11a3b12a5) >,where p(a1a2a3a4a5) is factorized asp(a1a2a3a4a5) = p(a1a2a3a4) � p(a3a5)p(a3) : (43)Clearly, the factorization of p(a1a2a3a4a5) in Equation (43) is not in the form required bythe BAJD c being tested:p(a1a2a3a4a5) = p(a1a2) � p(a1a3) � p(a3a4) � p(a3a5)p(a1) � p(a3) � p(a3) : (44)The important point to realize is that we can always factorize p(a1a2a3a4a5) accordingto Equation (44). From Equation (42), we obtain:p(a1a2a3a4) = p(a1a2a3) � p(a3a4)p(a3) : (45)By substituting Equation (45) into Equation (43), we obtain:p(a1a2a3a4a5) = p(a1a2a3) � p(a3a4) � p(a3a5)p(a3) � p(a3) : (46)Similarly, Equation (41) indicates that:p(a1a2a3) = p(a1a2) � p(a1a3)p(a1) : (47)39



A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Apa1 a2 b1 b2 b3 p(a1a2b1b2b3)a1 b4 a3 b5 b6 p(a1b4a3b5b6)b7 b8 a3 a4 b9 p(b7b8a3a4b9)b10 b11 a3 b12 a5 p(b10b11a3b12a5)Figure 33: The initial tableau TR constructed according to the BAJD c =
fA1A2; A1A3; A3A4; A3A5g.
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Apw1 a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 p(a1a2b1b2b3)w2 a1 b4 a3 b5 b6 p(a1b4a3b5b6)w3 b7 b8 a3 a4 b9 p(b7b8a3a4b9)w4 b10 b11 a3 b12 a5 p(b10b11a3b12a5)w5 a1 a2 a3 b5 b6 p(a1a2)�p(a1a3b5b6)p(a1)w6 a1 a2 a3 a4 b9 p(a1a2a3)�p(a3a4b9)p(a3)w7 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 p(a1a2a3a4)�p(a3a5)p(a3) = p(a1a2)�p(a1a3)�p(a3a4)�p(a3a5)p(a1)�p(a3)�p(a3)Figure 34: If the row < a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 p(a1a2a3a4a5) > of all distinguished variables isgenerated, then p(a1a2a3a4a5) can always be factorized according to the BAJD c beingtested. 40



Substituting Equation (47) into Equation (46), we obtain our desired factorization:p(a1a2a3a4a5) = p(a1a2) � p(a1a3) � p(a3a4) � p(a3a5)p(a1) � p(a3) � p(a3) : 2 (48)Example 23 demonstrates that we can always factorize the probability value of the rowof all distinguished variables according to the BAJD c being tested. This means that if therow of all distinguished variables appears in chaseC(Tc), then C j= c.As promised, we now show that developing a probabilistic chase algorithm for the Bayesiannetwork model is not necessary because of the intrinsic relationship between the Bayesianand relational database models.Theorem 7 Let C be a set of BMVDs on R = A1A2 : : :Am, and c be a single BMVD onR. Then C j= c () < a1 a2 : : : am > is a row in chaseC(TR);where C = fX !! Y j X )) Y 2 Cg is the set of MVDs corresponding to C, c is theMVD corresponding to c, and chaseC(TR) is the result of chasing c under C.Proof: By Theorem 5, C j= c () C j= c:By Theorem 3, C j= c () < a1 a2 : : : am > is a row in chaseC(TR):The claim follows immediately. 2Theorem 7 indicates that the standard chase algorithm, developed for testing the im-plication of data dependencies, can in fact be used to test the implication of nonembeddedprobabilistic conditional independency.4.3 Conict-free Nonembedded DependencyIn this section, we examine the pair (conict-free BMVD, conict-free MVD). Recall thatconict-free BMVD is a subclass within the BMVD class. Similarly, conict-free MVD is asubclass of MVD. Since we have already shown that the implication problems coincide in thepair (BMVD, MVD), obviously the implication problems coincide in the pair (conict-freeBMVD, conict-free MVD) as mentioned in [26]. However, it is worthwhile to study thesespecial classes since they exhibit many desirable properties in practical applications. Webegin the class of conict-free MVDs in relational databases.As mentioned in Section 2.2, a set of MVDs is called conict-free if it can be faithfullyrepresented in a single acyclic hypergraph. In fact, a conict-free set C of MVDs has an41



unique acyclic hypergraph R which is a perfect-map. That is, every MVD logically impliedby C can be inferred from the acyclic hypergraph R using the separation method, and everyMVD inferred from R is logically implied by C. As mentioned in Section 2.2, a conict-freeset C of MVDs is equivalent to the acyclic join dependency (AJD) 1 R. Whenever anyrelation satis�es all the MVDs in C, then it also satis�es the AJD 1 R, and whenever anyrelation satis�es the AJD 1 R, then it also satis�es all the MVDs in C. The important pointis that the special class of conict-free MVDs exhibits many desirable properties in databaseapplications [4].Since the class of conict-free MVD plays a crucial role in the design and implementationof relational databases, we would like to take this opportunity to introduce the class ofconict-free BMVD in our Bayesian database model. We call a set C of BMVDs conict-freeif C has an acyclic hypergraph R which is a perfect-map. That is, every BMVD logicallyimplied by C can be inferred from the acyclic hypergraph R using the separation method,and every BMVD inferred from R is logically implied by C.The �rst desirable property of the class of conict-free BMVD is that it has a favourablegraphical property by de�nition. Obviously, there are some sets of nonembedded probabilisticconditional independencies that do not enjoy this luxury. For example, the set C of BMVDsin Example 13 cannot be faithfully represented by a single acyclic hypergraph.The second desirable property of the class of conict-free BMVDs is that every set ofconict-free BMVDs is equivalently characterized by a new dependency, called Bayesianacyclic-join dependency (BAJD), de�ned in Section 2.5. (The notion of BAJD correspondsto that of AJD in relational databases.) Whenever any probabilistic relation satis�es all theBMVDs in C, then it also satis�es the BAJD 
R, and whenever any probabilistic relationsatis�es the BAJD 
R, then it also satis�es all the BMVDs in C.The third property of the conict-free BMVD class is that a Markov network can beequivalently states as a joint probability distribution satisfying a BAJD. That is, a joint dis-tribution is written in terms of marginal distributions de�ned over an acyclic hypergraph. Forexample, if r(A1A2A3A4A5A6) is the probabilistic relation representing the joint probabil-ity distribution p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6) in Equation (19), then relation r(A1A2A3A4A5A6)satis�es the BAJD 
R, where R is the acyclic hypergraph in Figure 2.Theorem 8 Let C denote a conict-free set of BMVDs. Let C = fX !! Y j X ))Y 2 Cg be the conict-free set of MVDs corresponding to C. Then C and C have the sameperfect-map R.Proof: The same separation method is used to infer both BMVDs and MVDs from acyclichypergraphs. Therefore, for any given acyclic hypergraph R, the BMVD X )) Y canbe inferred from R if and only if the corresponding MVD X !! Y can be inferred fromR. Let R1 be the acyclic hypergraph which is a perfect-map of the conict-free set C ofBMVDs. Let R2 the perfect-map of C. We need to show that R1 and R2 denote the sameacyclic hypergraph. Since a conict-free set of MVDs has a unique perfect-map, it su�cesto show that R1 is a perfect-map of the set C of MVDs.Suppose C j= X !! Y . By Theorem 5, C j= c if and only if C j= c. Thus, C j= X )) Y .Since R1 is a perfect-map of C, X )) Y can be inferred from R1 using the separation42



method. By the above observation, this means that the MVD X !! Y can be inferredfrom R1.Suppose the MVD can be inferred from R1 using the separation method. By the aboveobservation, this means that the BMVD X )) Y can be inferred from R1. Since R1 is aperfect-map of C, C j= X )) Y . By Theorem 5, this implies that C j= X !! Y . 2The special classes in the pair (conict-free BMVD, conict-free MVD) both have favourablegraphical structures. Given corresponding conict-free sets of nonembedded probabilisticconditional independencies and MVDs, Theorem 8 indicates that the acyclic hypergraphused to de�ne the Markov network in Bayesian database model is the same one used tode�ne the AJD in the relational database model.5 Embedded DependenciesIn this section, we examine the implication problem for the two pairs of embedded dependen-cies, namely, (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD) and (BEMVD, EMVD). As shownin Figure 1, the class of conict-free BEMVD is a subclass of BEMVD, and conict-freeEMVD is a subclass of EMVD. We choose to �rst discuss the implication problem for thepair (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD) since the implication problems for these twoclasses are solvable. We then conclude our discussion by looking at the implication prob-lem for the pair (BEMVD, EMVD), namely, the general classes of probabilistic conditionalindependency and EMVD.5.1 Conict-free Embedded DependenciesHere we study the implication problem for the pair (conict-free BEMVD, conict-freeEMVD). We begin the conict-free BEMVD class.The class of conict-free BEMVDs plays a key role in the design of Bayesian networks.A set of BEMVDs is called conict-free if and only if they can be faithfully represented by asingle directed acyclic graph (DAG). The d-separation method [31] is used to infer BEMVDsfrom a DAG. Thus, one desirable property of the conict-free BEMVD class is that everyconict-free set of BEMVDs has a DAG which is a perfect-map.A set of conict-free BEMVDs can be characterized as another dependency, calledBayesianembedded acyclic join dependency (BEAJD). We say a relation r(R) satis�es the BEAJD,written �D, if r(R) can be expressed as:r(R) = r(A1)� r(A2jpa(A2))� r(A3jpa(A3))� : : : r(Amjpa(Am));where D is a DAG, pa(Am) is the parent set of A2 in D, and r(Aijpa(Ai)) is the probabilisticrelation representing the conditional probability distribution p(Aijpa(Ai)). It should be clearthat BEAJD in our terminology represents a Bayesian network [31].Example 24 Let r(A1A2A3A4A5A6) be the relation representing the joint probability dis-tribution p(A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6) in Example 10. Thus, r satis�es the BEAJD �D, where43



D is the DAG in Figure 10. That is, r(A1A2A3A4A5A6) can be losslessly decomposed as:r(A1A2A3A4A5A6) = r(A1)� r(A2jA1)� r(A3jA1)� r(A4jA2A3)� r(A5jA2A3)� r(A6jA5):The class of conict-free BEMVD is a special case of the general BEMVD class, asshown in Figure 1. This special class of probabilistic dependencies has several desirableproperties [31] including a complete axiomatization.Theorem 9 [31] The class of conict-free BEMVD has a complete axiomatization. LetX;Y;Z;W be pairwise disjoint subsets of R such that XY ZW = R.(CF-BEMVD1) If X )) Y then X )) ZW(CF-BEMVD2) If X )) YW j Z; then X )) Y j Z(CF-BEMVD3) If X )) Y Z; then XZ )) Y;(CF-BEMVD4) If X )) Y j Z and XZ )) Y; then X )) Y:The axioms (CF-BEMVD1)-(CF-BEMVD4) are respectively called symmetry, decomposi-tion, weak union, and contraction. Theorem 9 indicates that the implication problem for theconict-free BEMVD class is solvable.We now turn our attention to the other class of dependency in the pair (conict-freeBEMVD, conict-free EMVD), namely, conict-free EMVD. In order to solve the implicationproblem for the class of conict-free EMVD, we again use the method of drawing a one-to-one correspondence between the class of conict-free BEMVD and the class of conict-freeEMVD.We can easily demonstrate that the following EMVD inference axioms are sound, whereX;Y;Z;W be pairwise disjoint subsets of R such that XY ZW = R.(CF-EMVD1) If X !! Y then X !! ZW(CF-EMVD2) If X !! YW j Z; then X !! Y j Z(CF-EMVD3) If X !! Y Z; then XZ !! Y;(CF-EMVD4) If X !! Y j Z and XZ !! Y; then X !! Y:Axioms (CF-EMVD1)-(CF-EMVD3) are well-known properties of EMVDs [3]. As an exam-ple, we show (CF-EMVD4) is sound. Let r(XY ZW ) be a relation. Suppose there exists twotuples t1 and t2 in r(XY ZW ) such that t1(X) = t2(X). By the EMVD X !! Y j Z, thereexists a tuple t3 in r(XY ZW ) such thatt3(XY ) = t1(XY ) and t3(XZ) = t2(XZ);and there is no restriction on t3(W ). By the MVD XZ !! Y , t3(XZ) = t2(XZ) impliesthat there exists a t4 in r(XY ZW ) such thatt4(XY Z) = t3(XY Z) and t4(XZW ) = t2(XZW ):44



To show that the MVD X !! Y holds in r(XY ZW ), we seek a tuple t such thatt(XY ) = t1(XY ) and t(XZW ) = t2(XZW ):Tuple t4 is the desired tuple t since t4(XY ) = t3(XY ) = t1(XY ) and t4(XZW ) = t2(XZW ).2Theorem 10 Given the complete axiomatization (CF-BEMVD1)-(CF-BEMVD4) for theCF-BEMVD class. Then C j= c =) C j= c;where C is a conict-free set of BEMVDs, C = fX !! Y jZ j X )) Y jZ 2 C g is thecorresponding conict-free set of EMVDs, and c is the EMVD corresponding to a BEMVDc.Proof: Suppose that C j= c. By Theorem 9, C j= c implies that C ` c. That is, thereexists a derivation sequence s of the BEMVD c from the conict-free set C of BEMVDs.The above discussion demonstrates that there are sound axioms (CF-EMVD1)-(CF-EMVD4)corresponding to the axioms (CF-BEMVD1)-(CF-BEMVD4). This implies that there is aderivation sequence s of the EMVD c from the conict-free set C of EMVDs, such that sparallels s. That is, C ` c. Since axioms (CF-EMVD1)-(CF-EMVD4) are sound, C ` cimplies that C j= c. 2Theorem 10 indicates that C j= c =) C j= c;holds in the pair (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD). We now consider whetherC j= c (= C j= c;is also true in this pair of dependencies. The following result is useful to answer this question.Theorem 11 [31] The axioms (CF-EMVD1)-(CF-EMVD4) are complete for the class ofconict-free EMVD.Theorem 12 Given the complete axiomatization (CF-EMVD1)-(CF-EMVD4) for the CF-EMVD class. Then C j= c (= C j= c;where C is a conict-free set of BEMVDs, C = fX )) Y jZ j X !! Y jZ 2 C g is thecorresponding conict-free set of EMVDs, and c is the BEMVD corresponding to a EMVDc. 45



Proof: Can be shown using a similar argument to the one given in the proof of Theorem 10. 2The important point to remember is that Theorems 10 and 12 indicate thatC j= c () C j= c (49)holds in the pair (conict-free BEMVD, conict-free EMVD). As already mentioned, theclass of conict-free BEMVDs is used to construct Bayesian networks. On the other hand,however, the entire class of EMVD has traditionally been ignored in the design and imple-mentation of relational databases. The above result is useful since it implies that it may beadvantageous to utilize the special class of conict-free EMVD.5.2 Embedded Dependencies in GeneralThe last pair of dependencies we study is (BEMVD, EMVD). All of the previously studiedclasses of probabilistic dependencies are a subclass of BEMVD (probabilistic conditionalindependency). A similar remark holds for EMVD. Before we study the implication problemC j= c for probabilistic conditional independency, we �rst examine the implication problemC j= c for the general class of EMVD. Unfortunately, it is not possible to solve the implicationproblem for the EMVD class using axiomatization.Theorem 13 [29, 34] The EMVD class does not have a �nite complete axiomatization.The chase algorithm also does not solve the implication problem for the EMVD class.By de�nition, a J-rule for an EMVD X !! Y jZ in a given set C of EMVDs would onlygenerate a partial new row. To modify the chase algorithm for EMVDs, the partial rowis padded out with unique nondistinguished variables in the remaining attributes. This isprecisely the reason why the chase does not work for EMVDs. In using an EMVD, the chaseadds a new row containing new symbols. This enables further applications of EMVDs inC, which will add more new rows with new symbols, and this process can continue forever.(With MVDs, on the other hand, a new row consists only of existing symbols meaning thateventually there are no new rows to generate.)The chase algorithm, however, is a proof procedure for implication of EMVDs [13]. GivenC and c, if C j= c, then the row of all distinguished variables will eventually be generated.The generation of the row of all a's can be used as a stopping criterion.Example 25 Suppose we wish to verify that C j= c, where C and c are de�ned as:fA1 !! A3 j A4; A2 !! A3 j A4; A3A4 !! A1 j A2g j= A1A2 !! A3: (50)The initial tableau TR is constructed according to c as shown in Figure 35 (left). Wecan apply the J-rule corresponding to the EMVD A1 !! A3 j A4 in C to joinable rowsw1 = < a1 a2 a3 b1 > and w2 = < a1 a2 b2 a4 > to generate the new row w3 = < a1 b3 a3 a4 >as shown in Figure 35 (right). Similarly, we can apply the J-rule corresponding to the EMVDA2 !! A3 j A4 in C to joinable rows w1 = < a1 a2 a3 b1 > and w2 = < a1 a2 b2 a4 >to generate the new row w4 = < b4 a2 a3 a4 > as shown in Figure 35 (right). Finally, we46



A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4TR = a1 a2 a3 b1 w1 a1 a2 a3 b1a1 a2 b2 a4 w2 a1 a2 b2 a4w3 a1 b3 a3 a4w4 b4 a2 a3 a4w5 a1 a2 a3 a4Figure 35: On the left, the initial tableau TR constructed according to the EMVD c de�ned asA1A2 !! A3. The row < a1 a2 a3 a4 > of all distinguished variables appears in chaseC(TR)indicating C j= c.can obtain the row < a1 a2 a3 a4 > of all distinguished variables by applying the J-rulecorresponding to the MVD A3A4 !! A1 j A2 in C to joinable rows w3 and w4. Therefore,C j= c. 2For over a decade, a tremendous amount of e�ort was put forth in the database communityto show that the implication problem for EMVDs is in fact unsolvable. Herrmann [18] recentlysucceeded in showing this elusive result.Theorem 14 [18] The implication problem for the EMVD class is unsolvable.Theorem 14 is important since it indicates that no method exists for deciding the implicationproblem for the EMVD class. This concludes our discussion on the EMVD class.We now study the corresponding class of probabilistic dependencies in the pair (BEMVD,EMVD), namely, the general class of probabilistic conditional independency. Pearl [31]conjectured that the semi-graphoid axioms (CF-BEMVD1)-(CF-BEMVD4) could solve theimplication problem for probabilistic conditional independency (BEMVD) in general. Thisconjecture has been refuted.Theorem 15 [37, 45] BEMVDs do not have a �nite complete axiomatization.Theorem 15 indicates that it is not possible to solve the implication problem for the BEMVDclass using a �nite axiomatization. This result does not rule out the possibility that somealternative method exists for solving this implication problem. The following result, however,says no such method exists.Theorem 16 The implication problem for the BEMVD class is unsolvable.The above Theorem can be proven in a similar fashion as to the one given by Herrmann [18]for the EMVD class. The proof is quite lengthy and will be shown in a more complete paper.Like Theorem 14, Theorem 16 is important since it indicates that no method exists tosolve the implication problem for probabilistic conditional independency in general.As with the other classes or probabilistic dependencies, we now examine the relationshipbetween C j= c and C j= c in the pair (BEMVD,EMVD). The following two examples [37]indicate that the implication problems for EMVD and BEMVD do not coincide.47



A1 A2 A3 A4r(A1A2A3A4) = 0 0 0 00 0 0 10 1 0 01 0 0 01 1 0 01 1 1 0Figure 36: Relation r satis�es all of the EMVDs in C but does not the EMVD c, where Cand c are de�ned in Example 26. Therefore, C 6j= c.Example 26 Consider the setC = fA3A4 )) A1jA2; A1 )) A3jA4; A2 )) A3jA4; ; ))A1jA2g of BEMVDs, and c the single BEMVD ; )) A3jA4. In [36], Studeny proved thatC j= c. Now consider the set C = fX !! Y jZ j X )) Y jZ 2 Cg of EMVDs corre-sponding to the set C of BEMVDs, and the single EMVD ; !! A3jA4 corresponding tothe BEMVD c. Consider the relation r(A1A2A3A4) in Figure 36. It can be veri�ed thatr(A1A2A3A4) satis�es all of the EMVDs in C but does not satisfy the EMVD c. Thus,C 6j= c. 2Example (26) indicates that C j= c 6=) C j= c: (51)Example 27 Consider the set C = fA1 !! A3 j A4; A2 !! A3 j A4; A3A4 !! A1 j A2gof EMVDs, and let c be the single EMVD A1A2 !! A3. The chase algorithm was usedin Example 25 to show that C j= c. Now consider the corresponding set of BEMVDsC = fA1 )) A3 j A4; A2 )) A3 j A4; A3A4 )) A1 j A2g and c is the BMVDA1A2 )) A3. It is easily veri�ed that relation r(A1A2A3A4) in Figure 37 satis�es all of theBEMVDs in C but does not satisfy the BEMVD c. Therefore, C 6j= c. 2Example 27 indicates that C j= c 6(= C j= c: (52)In the next section, we attempt to answer why the implication problems coincide forsome classes but not for others.5.3 The Role of SolvabilityWe have shown thatC j= c () C j= c for the pair (BMVD, MVD) in Theorem 5;C j= c () C j= c for the pair (Conict-free BMVD, Conict-free MVD) in Theorem 5;C j= c () C j= c for the pair (Conict-free BEMVD, Conict-free EMVD) in Equation 49:48



A1 A2 A3 A4 Apr(A1A2A3A4) = 0 0 0 0 0:20 0 0 1 0:20 0 1 0 0:20 0 1 1 0:10 1 1 1 0:11 0 1 1 0:11 1 1 1 0:1Figure 37: Relation r satis�es all of the BEMVDs in C but does not the BEMVD c, whereC and c are de�ned in Example 27. Therefore, C 6j= c.That is, the implication problems coincide in these three pairs of classes. However, Examples(26) and (27) demonstrate thatC j= c 6() C j= c for the pair (BEMVD, EMVD):The main di�erence between the �rst three pairs of classes and the last pair is that theimplication problems for the former are solvable, whereas for the latter they are unsolvable.These observations lead us to make the following conjecture.Conjecture 1 Consider any pair (BD-class, RD-class), where BD-class is a class of prob-abilistic dependencies in the Bayesian database model and RD-class is the correspondingclass of data dependencies in the relational database model. Let C be a set of probabilisticdependencies chosen from BD-class, and c a single dependency in BD-class. Let C and cdenote the corresponding set of data dependencies of C and c, respectively, in RD-class.(i) If the implication problem is solvable for the class BD-class, thenC j= c =) C j= c:(ii) If the implication problem is solvable for the class RD-class, thenC j= c (= C j= c:In [37], Studeny studied the relationship between the implication problem for probabilis-tic conditional independency (BEMVD) and embedded multivalued dependency (EMVD).Based on Conjecture (i), his observation that:C j= c 6=) C j= c;would indicate that the implication problem for the general class of probabilistic conditionalindependency is unsolvable. Similarly, based on Conjecture (ii), his observation that:C j= c 6(= C j= c;would indicate that the implication problem for the class of EMVD is unsolvable.A successful proof of this conjecture would provide an alternative proof that EMVD andBEMVD (probabilistic conditional independency) are both unsolvable.49



6 ConclusionThe results of this paper and our previous work [41, 43, 44] clearly indicate that there isa direct correspondence between the notions used in the Bayesian database model and therelational database model. The notions of distribution, multiplication, and marginalizationin Bayesian networks are generalizations of relation, natural join, and projection in relationaldatabases. Both models use nonembedded dependencies in practice, i.e., the Markov networkand acyclic join dependency representations are both de�ned over the classes of nonembeddeddependencies. The same conclusions have been reached regarding query processing in acyclichypergraphs [4, 20, 35], and as to whether a set of pairwise consistent distributions (relations)are indeed marginal distributions from the same joint probability distribution [4, 11]. Eventhe recent attempts to generalize the standard Bayesian database model, including horizontalindependencies [7, 43], complex-values [21, 43], and distributed Bayesian networks [8, 42,46], parallel the development of horizontal dependencies [12], complex-values [1, 19], anddistributed databases [9] in the relational database model. More importantly, the implicationproblem for both models coincide with respect to two important classes of independencies,the BMVD class [14] (used in the construction of Markov networks) and the conict-freesets [31] (used in the construction of Bayesian networks).Initially, we were quite surprised by the suggestion [37] that the Bayesian database modeland the relational database model are di�erent. However, our study reveals that this ob-servation [37] was based on the analysis of the BEMVD class of probabilistic conditionalindependencies. The implication problem for this general BEMVD class of embedded inde-pendencies is unsolvable, as is the EMVD class of embedded multivalued dependencies inrelational databases [5]. Obviously, only solvable classes of independencies are useful for therepresentation of and reasoning with probabilistic knowledge. We therefore maintain thatthere is no real di�erence between the Bayesian database model and the relational databasemodel in a practical sense. In fact, there exists an inherent relationship between these twoknowledge systems. We conclude the present discussion by making the following conjecture:Conjecture 2 The Bayesian database model generalizes the relational database modelon all solvable classes of dependencies.This conjecture is illustrated in Figure 38. The truth of this conjecture would formallyestablish the claim that the Bayesian database model and the relational database model arethe same in practical terms; they di�er only in unsolvable classes of dependencies.References[1] S. Abiteboul, P. Fischer, and H. Schek. Nested Relations and Complex Objects inDatabases, volume 361. Springer-Verlag, 1989.[2] W.W. Armstrong. Dependency structures of database relationships. In Proceedings ofIFIP 74, pages 580{583, Amsterdam, 1974. North Holland.50
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